
HOME WORK CLASS _ V (2018.19)
TOPIC - SAVE WATER

Instructions:
1) compile all the holiday homework for all the subjects in one file (A-3 size).
2) Use white or coloured A-3 size sheets to make a file.
3) Decorate the file beautifully with waste material.
4) Make the modals according to your roll number and follow their methods as explained.
5) Do pages (1 to 35) in Hindi Sulekh & English Cursive.
6) Separate grades for file and modals will be assigned. Parents should act as a guiding light

while preparing / making modals.
7) Parents should make time tables for their wards, keeping in mind. Their studies and leisure.
8) Parents should spend quality time with their wards and atthe same time should keep an eye

what your child is watching in T.V. shows (cartoon / movie etc...)

o Parents must give the child a hug every day.
o Take your child to an orphanage for donating old clothes books, stationary items. Click

pictures and paste them write how you feel and write few lines on u, o.phuruge. Inculcate
the value of social service in your child.

o Manage the time of your child by playing indoor and outdoor activities (game). Click
pictures and paste them. write 5-6 lines on benefits of playing games.

o Inculcate reading habits in your child by giving him/her story books with moral values.
write the name of the book/story and which value you have inculcated by it.
Read newspaper daily with the help of parents. Pick out naming words and categories them
as name, place, animal and thing.

Enelish
l) Rejuvenate yourself in the lap of nature (outside Delhi) and observe the consumption of water

and attitude of people towards the use of water.
On the basis of your observation and experience, write a diary entry or paragraph.

2) Visit an old age home/ orphanage observe the usage of water and their activitiei and help
them to understand the problem ofscarcity ofthe resources

3) Ask your parents and grandparents to help you in planting and gardening.
4) Make a poster of " Save Water"

Write some quotations and Idioms on the, topic -water in the form of water droplets.
5) on the chart paper paste newspaper cuttings regarding "Save water or water

Consumption"...... You can also make collage.
6) Complete the following story of a polluted house in200 words "One day, when I went to my

friend's house, I noticed..."Do it on a ruled ,{3 sheet.
Parameters: Content, Creativity, Accuracy, Fluency.

7) Water is precious and the very basis of life, but every day, we face a lot of problems due to
scarcity of water. You are Sahil, residing at25, VasantKunj, Delhi. One of your cousins, who
live in Rajasthan, visits you during summer vacation. There is a lack of adequate drinking
water supply in your area. Discuss the matter with your cousin and write at least 20-30
dialogues each between you and your cousin discussing about the water scarcity, its
availability and usage of water in his area.

MATHEMATICS
1. Observe the usage of water in your household activities and estimate the quantity of water (in

litres) consumed in each of the following activities per daylper member for a peiioa of l5
days:
o Bathing
. Cleaning

. Drinking

. Washing and other activity



TASK 1 Calculate the total quantity of water consumed in 15 days
TASK 2: Find the average consumption of water per day.

2. Draw different types of 3-dimensional I solid shapes and write their names. In your view,
which of these shapes would be more convenient to store water? ,ttr/hy? Give examples from
your suffoundings and paste pictures also. Which shapes are used in your home to store
water? Also, write how much water is stored in each.

3. Collect at least five 3-dimensional objects (each having different shape) that you come across
in your daily life and assemble them on a cardboard sheet.

4. Do to Si,pma +\ - .41"r*H r^rcopy.fFtro*.,Ch-1, >qSJ
Social Science and Science \
o Make a detailed report on A3 size sheet on "water Conservation,,
o In a form of a poster, Explain the importance of water in day to day life.(A3 size sheet)o Make a working model of the following according to the roll no,s:

cups....(compulsory for everyone)

Rivers are the main source of drinking water, but human beings keep on polluting them
mindlessly by throwing garbage, chemicals etc. in them. Keeping in view a greaithreat to
river water, the govemment has recently started a project to clean the rivers. Find out some
information about cleaning River Ganga. Make a collage using pictures showing polluting
and cleaning the river. Also prepare a write-up for the same. Give a suitable ,u111. to you.
mini project (A3 size sheet)

In earlier times, we used to store and consume water in earthen pots and utensils. But, now a
days we use plastic bottles to keep water. Write the advantages and disadvantages of this
change?

Art
o Tribal mask with waste 2l bottles o Bird house with waste 2l bottles.

computer- IVIake a 3D chart on any of the following-(use the colored print outs of A.4 size to
be pasted on chart.)
Generation of Computers or All versions of Windows Operating system
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